
 

MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Chicago United for Equity is looking for a dynamic, motivated and equity-focused individual to 
join the organization as a member of the board of directors, dedicating up to 10 hours per 
month to support the work of the organization for a term of 2 years. 
 
About us 
CUE works to forward the movement for racial justice by reforming inequitable structures, 

policies, and practices in pursuit of a just, equitable, and inclusive future for Chicago. We work 

at the intersection of policy and organizing, targeting the root causes of structural inequity by 

supporting individuals and communities leading innovative civic reform throughout Chicago.   
 
Mission: CUE propels civic activation to build better public structures, policies, and practices for 
racial equity.  
 
Key Qualities 

● Equity-focused, with the ability to apply an equity lens to reviewing budgets, 

management, and all other board responsibilities. 

● Adaptive and strategic in helping the organization seize opportunities in a changing 

climate 

● Collaborative, thoughtfully pushing thinking while aiming for consensus in decisions 

● Enthusiastic advocate for CUE’s work, sharing the organization’s story in the work of 

fundraising, fellowship recruitment, and opportunities for the organization’s growth 

● Experience working in teams, to accomplish specific projects together (eg working 

groups, LSC committees, etc.) 

  

Responsibilities 

● Understand and promote the organization’s mission 

● Be familiar with the organization’s programs, policies, and operations 

● Advise on ways to improve current programs and/or implement new ones 

● Keep current on developments in program area 

  

Expectations 

1. Attend and actively participate in monthly board meetings, approximately 2 hours per 

month. Attendance expectation is no more than two meetings by phone and no more 

than two meetings missed per year. 

2. Support the work of the organization through up to 8 hours per month of additional 

responsibilities, including a mix of the following:  

○ Attend planning retreats and 2-3 annual public events 



 
○ Participate in fellowship selection process 

○ Engage in external conversations as an advocate for CUE 

○ Join board working groups to support organizational needs as they arise  

3. Support collective fundraising by engaging their networks in an annual fundraising goal:  

○ Board members from the public sector or nonprofit sector are expected to raise 

$500 through individual giving or by engaging their community.  

○ Board members who work in the private sector are expected to raise $1000 

through individual giving or by engaging their community. 

○ All board members are expected to contribute to CUE’s sustainability, but we 

work with individual board members to ensure that this is not a hindrance or 

financial barrier to joining the governing body of CUE. 

 

Terms 

Board members serve for staggered 2-year terms, which can be extended twice for no more 

than 6 consecutive years total. After three terms, a board member must roll off and may apply 

to serve again after a full 2-year term has passed. 

 

Benefits 

● Playing a key role in the development of CUE, a leading racial justice organization, at an 

early stage 

● Building meaningful relationships within a community working to promote racial equity 

● Learning with and from a vibrant community of equity advocates  

 
 
The Board of Directors provides fiduciary and legal responsibility to the organization, by: 

● Guiding CUE’s work toward its mission through long and short-range planning 

● Approving an annual budget and providing fiscal oversight 

● Recruiting, orienting, and developing board members 

● Evaluating the performance of the executive director 

● Evaluating own board performance and organizational performance in meeting mission 

● Participating in the hiring of new staff and selection of fellows 

● Establishing policies for the effective management of the organization 

● Strictly adhere to confidentiality policies  


